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FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE IF A SATISFACTORY PICTURE IS NOT OBTAINED IN THE 4 STEPS IN PRINTED DIRECTIONS.

In installing ASTRO ANTENNA, disconnect present antenna, take it away from your set. Connect both ends of the antenna to the two lead screws. Tighten securely. Turn on your set. With the pet in hand move it around on top of set to various positions to get best possible picture. If you can't get a good picture then move the pet around slowly in all directions as far as wire allows if necessary. Somewhere in area above set will be found ideal spot. Now slowly move pet back to top of set. At this point antenna has been matched to tuner in your set. You may find it necessary to move pet slightly from channel to channel in some instances. This cannot be overcome in indoor antennas. Sometimes it may take as long as 10 to 15 minutes to achieve best position.

If after this procedure you are unable to obtain a satisfactory picture, disconnect one end of antenna, being careful not to allow loose lug to touch connected one; bend it back away from attached lug, tighten screw and go thru the same procedure as at first viz: move pet around slowly in all directions, etc.

If this does not give result wanted then connect both ends together to only one screw, tighten securely and proceed as first outlined. If still not satisfactory, reverse position of the lugs on the screw and tighten.
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